Georgia
Femme
Dommes
Here are your hostesses for the Georgia Femme Domme events, held several times
throughout the year at 1763...

Miss Gee
Miss Gee is a Lesbian lifestyle dominant, current member of the North Georgia M/s D/s
(Master/Mistress & slave, Dominant & submissive) community and leads an educational
group. Some have described her as Leather and Levis with lace mixed in. Master & Slave
power exchange, protocol and ritual feed her soul. She has been a life long athlete and
brings that level of commitment and energy to her scenes. Kinetic movement is
incorporated into her unique style of flogging and all forms of impact play. Miss Gee loves
the power exchange of a scene with chemistry and passion that results in the bottom flying
into space. Trivia Question: Why does Miss Gee do impact play with both hands when she
isn’t ambidextrous?
Ms Gee also teaches a variety of classes, including Flogging 101, Intermediate Power
Flogging, Freestyle Spanking and Punching, and DragonTails. Expect to see some of these
at the Georgia Femme Domme events.

MsDDom
Raised in a matriarchal, extended family structure, MsDDom has been involved in Female
Led Relationships long before she knew it was categorized as a kink-related relationship
dynamic. In 2000, she began a journey of personal studies in Domination and submission
as it relates to BDSM.
An active lifestyler in the Atlanta kink and fetish community, MsDDom is the leader and
founder of Black FemDoms Atlanta, the silent co-organizer of Male Sub’s Munch, and is a
co-leader and founding member of the Black Atlanta Munch. She casually mentors new
and curious lifestylers by answering questions and offering SSC (Safe, Sane, Consensual)
and RACK (Risk Aware Consensual Kink) advice where appropriate.
MsDDom is married to her slave-husband, CreamDream, who is also a very active
participant in the Atlanta kink and fetish community and leader of the Male Sub’s Munch.

Goddessmw
Goddessmw is new to the Atlanta kink community, despite being a second generation
Domme. She is statuesque in presence and possesses a wicked sense of humor. This is
captured in her motto, " I CAN, therefore, you WILL." Goddessmw is a heterosexual
Domina who enjoys domestic servitude. She is often described as sensual with an
unexpected twist of sadism. Goddessmw is a mentee of MsDDom and an active member
of BFD (Black FemDoms) and B.A.M. (Black Atlanta Munch).

